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Mansfield Plumbing releases new suite  
in its ‘Affordable Style’ collection 

 
-- The Brentwood Suite’s clean lines and classic style 

elevate the sophistication of any bathroom -- 
 

 PERRYSVILLE, Ohio (March 5, 2012) – Mansfield Plumbing Products 

(Mansfield) announces the availability of its Brentwood Suite, the newest 

addition to its line of stylish, affordable bathroom suites.  The elegant 

Brentwood joins a collection that already includes award-winning suites like 

the Enso®, Reo™ and Barrett™. 

 “Now with the unveiling of our Brentwood Suite, homeowners have 

even more options when choosing affordably priced decorative bathroom 

fixtures,” says Charles Scott, vice president of marketing for Mansfield 

Plumbing.  “Thanks to its elegant and timeless design, the Brentwood is an 

easy way to add beauty and sophistication to any bathroom.” 

 The Brentwood Suite’s detailed beveled edges, scalloped corners and 

clean flat surfaces are seen in all the suite’s fixtures:  

 Brentwood Tubs: In addition to a soaking-tub option, homeowners can 
also enjoy spa amenities with whirlpool and air-bath configurations.  
All tubs are roomy and deep, and reflect a minimalistic design. 
 

 Brentwood Lavatories: With both the self-rimming and under-counter 
models, homeowners can enjoy the rectangular basins that have 
become so popular with designers. 

 

 Brentwood Toilet:  The matching elongated, SmartHeight™ ADA toilet 
features a concealed trapway for easy cleaning which is the consumer’s 
number 1 requested upgrade feature.   

  

 Mansfield Plumbing’s “Affordable Style” suites allow homeowners to 

create seamless experiences in their bathrooms with designs that reflect 

their personal styles. The Brentwood adds even more variety to a collection 

that delivers top-quality and designer style at an affordable price. For more 



 

information about it and other Mansfield Plumbing products, visit 

www.mansfieldplumbing.com. 

 

ABOUT MANSFIELD PLUMBING    

 Mansfield precision manufactures more than 2.5 million pieces each 

year at its U.S. headquarters in Perrysville, Ohio. Two other plants operate in 

the U.S.: Big Prairie, Ohio, and Henderson, Texas. With almost 500 

employees, Mansfield is one of the largest domestic producers of sanitary 

ware, and is proud to say many of the products are “Made in the USA.” 

Mansfield’s plumbing fixtures and fittings are available through one of the 

industry’s most extensive networks of more than 2,800 distributors located 

throughout the U.S., Puerto Rico and Canada. Additionally, the company’s 

plumbing products are sold through select retail, do-it-yourself home 

improvement centers and designer kitchen and bath showrooms. Mansfield 

Plumbing Products, founded in 1929, was purchased by Corona (one of the 

world’s largest manufacturers of china) in 2004 and is a leading producer of 

top quality, high-design, performance plumbing fixtures and fittings for use 

in residential, commercial and institutional markets. Visit 

www.mansfieldplumbing.com or call 877-850-3060 for more information. 

 
MEDIA CONTACT 
Angela D’Amario, 770-310-1152, adamario@asoy.com 
 
EDITOR’S NOTE 
Mansfield Plumbing representatives available for interviews. 
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